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Purely dissipative evolution equations are often cast as gradient flow structures, z˙ = K(z)DS(z), where the
variable z of interest evolves towards the maximum of a functional S according to a metric defined by an operator
K . While the functional often follows immediately from physical considerations (e.g., the thermodynamic
entropy), the operator K and the associated geometry does not necessarily do so (e.g., Wasserstein geometry
for diffusion). In this paper, we present a variational statement in the sense of maximum entropy production
that directly delivers a relationship between the operator K and the constraints of the system. In particular,
the Wasserstein metric naturally arises here from the conservation of mass or energy, and depends on the
Onsager resistivity tensor, which, itself, may be understood as another metric, as in the steepest entropy
ascent formalism. This variational principle is exemplified here for the simultaneous evolution of conserved
and nonconserved quantities in open systems. It thus extends the classical Onsager flux-force relationships and
the associated variational statement to variables that do not have a flux associated to them. We further show that
the metric structure K is intimately linked to the celebrated Freidlin-Wentzell theory of stochastically perturbed
gradient flows, and that the proposed variational principle encloses an infinite-dimensional fluctuation-dissipation
statement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.92.052117 PACS number(s): 05.70.Ln, 05.40.−a, 46.05.+b
I. INTRODUCTION
Dissipative evolution equations (e.g., heat conduction, mass
diffusion, interface motion) often follow variational principles,
such as Onsager’s least dissipation of energy [1,2] and
extensions, in particular those based on maximum entropy
production (MEPPs [3,4]) or steepest entropy ascent (SEA)
[5–7]). Mathematically, these equations are often of gradient
flow type, that is, they can be described by the steepest ascent
or descent of a functional, such as the entropy. Here descent
has to be measured in a metric, which is neither provided by
the aforementioned variational approaches, nor is it always
intuitive (e.g., Wasserstein metric for diffusion processes). In
this article, we establish a variational framework based on
the ansatz of maximal entropy production which sheds light
on the geometry of purely dissipative evolution equations.
This approach (1) delivers a construction of the gradient
flow metric from conservation constraints in the variational
formulation, (2) extends Onsager’s principle to simultaneously
account for conserved and nonconserved quantities in open
systems, and (3) encloses an infinite-dimensional fluctuation-
dissipation statement, as shown from a large deviation argu-
ment for stochastically perturbed gradient flows. The diagram
of Fig. 1 summarizes the connections established in this
paper.
II. BACKGROUND
We sketch some of the most closely related variational
principles and provide a short summary on gradient flows.
The body of literature, both classic and recent, on these two
topics is too large to be reviewed comprehensively here.
*creina@seas.upenn.edu
†zimmer@maths.bath.ac.uk
A. Entropy production
Onsager, in his celebrated papers [1,2] generalized the
transport laws, such as those by Fourier, Ohm, or Fick, to
account for a possible coupling between different physical
processes. He proposed a general linear kinematic constitutive
relation between fluxes J and forces X, that is, Ji =
∑
j LijXj .
The conductivity matrix L may depend on the state variables
(temperature, pressure, chemical potential, etc.), but not on
their gradient [8], and is symmetric as a result of the time
reversal of the underlying atomistic equations of motion,
Lij = Lji . These two properties of the constitutive relations—
linearity and symmetry of the conductivity tensor—can be
equivalently expressed by means of the principle of least
dissipation of energy [1] (following Rayleigh’s nomenclature
[9]). Namely, let σs =
∑
i JiXi be the entropy production and
(J) = 12
∑
i,j RijJiJj denote a local dissipation potential,
with the resistivity tensor R = L−1 being positive definite;
then the variational principle reads
max
J
[σs(J,X) − (J)]. (1)
In Onsager’s words [1], “the rate of increase of the entropy
plays the role of a potential.” Several generalizations of
this extremum principle have since emerged in different
fields encompassing climate [10], soft matter physics [11],
plasticity [12], biology [13], and quantum mechanics [14]
among others, and appear under the names of maximum
entropy production principles (MEPPs) [3,4] and steepest
entropy ascent (SEA) [5–7]. This latter framework provides
a geometric interpretation of the resistivity tensor R and
generalizes  to arbitrary (but a priori unknown) metric
spaces. Another approach to nonequilibrium thermodynamics,
which combines reversible and irreversible dynamics, is the
general equation for nonequilibrium reversible-irreversible
coupling (GENERIC) [15,16]. The structure of this formalism
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FIG. 1. Summary of the connections established in this work
between the maximum entropy production principle, gradient flow
structure, large deviation principle, and fluctuation dissipation rela-
tion K ∝ σσ ∗, with σ defined by the stochastic gradient flow.
can be derived using contact forms in the setting of the
Gibbs-Legendre manifold [17,18], it can be cast variationally,
and it allows for a systematic multiscale approach [19] as well
as a treatment of fluctuations [17,20].
B. Gradient flow structures
From a mathematical perspective, purely dissipative evo-
lution equations can often be described as gradient flow
structures [21]. This means that the vectorial variable z of
interest (components are, for example, energy, density, or
interface position) evolves according to the steepest ascent
of a functional S (or descent for −S) in a geometry given by a
metric associated with a positive semidefinite operator K ,
z˙ = K(z)DS(z), or G(z)z˙ = DS(z), (2)
where G = K−1 if the inverse is defined, and DS := δS
δz
is a
force. Note that (2) is precisely the irreversible component of
GENERIC. Then S is a Lyapunov functional, ˙S = 〈DS,z˙〉 =
〈Gz˙,z˙〉 = 〈DS,KDS〉  0, where 〈,〉 denotes the dual parity
between elements of the tangent and the cotangent space.
Two common examples of (2) are the L2m flow and
Wasserstein flow [22], written for scalar-valued z as
z˙ = m(z)DS(z), (3)
z˙ = −∇ · (M(z)∇DS(z)), (4)
respectively, with m  0 and M positive semidefi-
nite. The latter equation is symbolically expressed as
z˙ = W−1M DS(z), or WMz˙ = DS(z), with K := W−1M := −∇ ·
M∇. Further details on the weak formulations of both flows
and the norms involved are given in the Appendix.
It is noteworthy that the same equation can have different
gradient flow representations. For example, the diffusion
equation
ρ˙(t,x) = ∇ · (m(ρ(t,x))∇ρ(t,x)) (5)
can be interpreted both as L2m1 flow (with mobility m1 := m
and Dirichlet integral S1(ρ) := − 12
∫ |∇ρ|2 dx) and Wasser-
stein flow (with mobility M2 := mρI and Boltzmann entropy
S2 = −
∫

ρ log ρ dx). The Wasserstein formulation is a natu-
ral choice since it involves the physical entropy. This flow and
its associated metric will be automatically singled out by the
variational principle proposed here, as we show next.
III. ENTROPY PRODUCTION AND
DETERMINISTIC EVOLUTION
In this section, we present a variational principle for
purely dissipative evolution equations based on the ansatz
that systems evolve in the direction of maximum entropy
production [see Eq. (9) below] [23], so as to reach the
equilibrium configuration as fast as possible. The philosophy
is therefore similar to SEA and MEPPs, yet different in its
detailed formulation. In particular, the proposed principle will
provide a direct relation between the operator K and physical
constraints in the system, thus shedding some light on the
geometry of dissipative equations.
For simplicity, we first consider closed systems defined by a
scalar variable and later generalize the obtained results to open
systems and the vectorial setting. Illustrative examples are then
chosen to demonstrate the applicability of the principle for both
conserved and nonconserved fields, with explicit consideration
of the boundary conditions. We note that nonconserved
quantities do not have a flux associated to them, and therefore
lie outside of the direct scope of Onsager’s principle (1).
For a closed system out of equilibrium characterized by
a scalar state variable z, the maximum entropy production
ansatz is mathematically equivalent to the search of the
velocity z˙ maximizing ˙S = ∫ s˙ dx = 〈DS,z˙〉, where s is
the entropy density and S the total entropy of the system.
The maximization is pointwise in the tangent space for fixed
z; cf. Fig. 2. However, this problem is not well posed unless
the length of the vector z˙ is prescribed, in which case the
problem is reduced to the search of the optimal direction. This
constraint is easily incorporated with a Lagrange multiplier,
yielding a variational principle with Lagrangian
D[z˙] = 〈DS(z),z˙〉 − 〈z˙,η(z)z˙〉, (6)
where the precise value of the length, which may depend on z,
has been obviated since it does not participate in variations for
fixed z. The evolution is then obtained by variations of (6) with
respect to z˙, giving z˙ = m(z)DS(z), with m(z) = (2η(z))−1 
0, since entropy would decrease otherwise. This shows that the
L2m gradient flow (3) with functional S naturally results from
the maximum entropy production principle in the absence of
any physical constraint.
However, the evolution of z is often subjected to conserva-
tion constraints of the form
d
dt
∫

z dx = 0,
which naturally occurs when z represents mass or energy.
In this situation, the maximal dissipation occurs within the
manifold of conserved z,
z˙ +∇ · J = 0,
where J = 0 on the boundary ∂ for a closed system. With an
additional Lagrange multiplier λ, the variational principle at
each point z can then be written as
D[z˙,J,λ] = 〈DS,z˙〉 − 〈λ(z),z˙ +∇ · J〉 − 〈J,H(z)J〉, (7)
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FIG. 2. Evolution of a closed system at z(t) (a) without and (b) with the presence of a constraint. The equilibrium configuration coincides
with the maximum of the entropy functional S(z).
where the length constraint (measured with metric tensor H)
has now been placed on the unknown variable J. We note that
constraining the length of z˙ as in (6) would leave J partially
undetermined, and so would be the constitutive relations, such
as Fourier’s law for the case of heat conduction.
Variation with respect to J in (7) delivers
0 = −〈λ,∇ · δJ〉 − 〈2HJ,δJ〉 for all δJ,
which, after integration by parts, yields∇λ = 2HJ. Variations
with respect to z˙ and λ give
DS − λ = 0 and z˙ = −∇ · J.
Altogether, this leads to a Wasserstein gradient flow with
functional S and weight M = (2H)−1 positive semidefinite,
z˙ = −∇ · (M∇DS). The Wasserstein gradient flow (4) can
thus be understood as an L2 gradient flow restricted to the
manifold of conserved quantities.
In general, systems are characterized by a set of state
variables z, some of which are conserved, zc (e.g., energy,
concentration), and some of which are not, zu (e.g., interface
position), i.e., z = [zu,zc]T . In this case the variational princi-
ple can be written as
D[z˙,J,
] = 〈DS,z˙〉 − 〈
(z),z˙c +∇ · J〉 − 〈J,Hc(z)J〉
− 〈z˙u,Hu(z)z˙u〉, (8)
where now 
 is a vectorial Lagrange multiplier, and Hu and
Hc are second-order tensors. Similar derivations as above yield
the evolution equations
z˙u = (2Hu)−1 δS
δzu
= Ku δS
δzu
,
z˙c = −∇ ·
(
(2Hc)−1∇ δS
δzc
)
= Kc δS
δzc
,
which have an analogous structure to those previously ob-
tained. However, for anisotropic materials, coupling between
variables of different tensorial quantities is possible, and in
this case, the Lagrangian shall be written as
D[z˙,J,
] = 〈DS,z˙〉 − 〈
(z),z˙c +∇ · J〉
− 〈[z˙u,J]T ,H(z)[z˙u,J]T 〉. (9)
Variations of this functional with respect to z˙u, z˙c, J, and 

give
2H
(
z˙u
J
)
=
( 2Hu 2Huc
2HTuc 2Hc
)(
z˙u
J
)
=
(
δS
δzu
∇ δS
δzc
)
,
with z˙c = −∇ · J. Then, the evolution equations read
(
z˙u
z˙c
)
=
( Mu Muc∇
−∇ · (MTuc) −∇ · (Mc∇)
)( δS
δzu
δS
δzc
)
= KDS,
where the symbol  indicates how the operator is applied to
the vector DS. Further, M−1 = 2H, i.e.,
Mu = 12
[
Hu − HucH−1c HTuc
]−1
,
Mc = 12
[
Hc − HTucH−1u Huc
]−1
,
Muc = − 12
[
Hu − HucH−1c HTuc
]−1HucH−1c .
This simple viewpoint of dissipative evolution equations
via constrained maximization will be exemplified below for
the equation of heat transfer and interface motion in open
system, as blueprint for the derivation of other equations in a
similar manner.
a. Example: the heat equation and Fourier’s law. We
now show that Fourier’s law and the heat equation follow
directly from the postulate of maximum entropy production.
For an open system, the Lagrangian of the maximum entropy
production principle is constructed by subtracting the entropy
flow entering the boundary of the domain from the total
entropy rate. Then the entropy increase considered exclusively
originates from the internal production, in accordance with the
second law of thermodynamics. Assuming that the system is
completely characterized by the internal energy, and taking
also the conservation of energy into account, the Lagrangian
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reads
D[e˙,λ,q] =
∫

∂s
∂e
e˙ dx +
∫
∂
q · n
T
dx
−
∫

λ(e˙ +∇ · q) dx −
∫

qT Hq dx, (10)
where n is the outer normal to the domain, q is the heat flux,
and s and e represent the entropy and energy per unit volume,
respectively. From basic thermodynamic relations, assuming
local thermodynamic equilibrium, s˙ = 1
T
e˙. Therefore, varia-
tions with respect to e˙, λ, and q, assuming boundary conditions
in T (boundary conditions in q would imply δq = 0 on ∂,
and lead to the same evolution equation) yield
1
T
− λ = 0,
e˙ +∇ · q = 0,∫

[
∇ ·
(
δq
T
)
− λ∇ · (δq) − 2Hq · δq
]
dx = 0 ∀δq,
which combined give the equation of heat transfer, with K :=
(2HT 2)−1,
∂e
∂T
˙T = e˙ = −∇ ·
(
(2H)−1∇
(
1
T
))
= ∇ · (K∇T ). (11)
We remark that the analogous derivation via Onsager’s
principle of least dissipation, i.e.,
D[X] = q · X − 1
2
XLX, with X = −∇
(
1
T
)
, (12)
leads to Fourier’s law q = LX, which, complemented with
the first law of thermodynamics, yields (11) with L = (2H)−1.
However, the physical motivation of the Lagrangian in Eq. (10)
seems more natural than that of (12).
b. Example: Interface motion in an isotropic medium. Next,
we consider a two-phase system separated by an interface,
which we characterize by an additional variable φ in the spirit
of a phase field model [24]. Following a similar strategy as in
the previous case, the evolution of the interface coupled to the
heat equation can be obtained as the extremum of
D[e˙, ˙φ,λ,q] =
∫

s˙ dx +
∫
∂
q · n
T
dx −
∫

λ(e˙ +∇ · q)dx
−
∫

q · μq dx −
∫

˙φη ˙φ dx.
Assuming the existence of a thermodynamic relation for the
energy density e of the form e = e(s,φ,∇φ),
de = T ds +
(
∂e
∂φ
)
s,∇φ
dφ +
(
∂e
∂∇φ
)
s,φ
d∇φ,
where subscripts indicate the variables that are held fixed. Its
Legendre transform with respect to the entropy density s is the
Helmholtz free energy f ,
df = −s dT +
(
∂e
∂φ
)
s,∇φ
dφ +
(
∂e
∂∇φ
)
s,φ
d∇φ.
One then obtains
s˙ = 1
T
e˙ − 1
T
(
∂e
∂φ
)
s,∇φ
˙φ − 1
T
(
∂e
∂∇φ
)
s,φ
∇ ˙φ
= 1
T
e˙ − 1
T
(
∂f
∂φ
)
T ,∇φ
˙φ − 1
T
∇ ˙φ.
As in the previous example, we obtain the heat equation from
variations of D with respect to e˙, λ, and q, while variations
with respect to ˙φ yield the evolution of the interface,
e˙ = ∇ · (k∇T ), with k := (2μT 2)−1,
2η ˙φ = −δ
∫
f/T dx
δφ
= −∂(f/T )
∂φ
+∇ · ∂(f/T )
∂∇φ .
Thus the interface is driven by the Massieu potential −f/T ,
whose relevance has been noted in SEA [25–27], in the
GENERIC setting [28] as well as in large deviation theory
[29]. We note that the derivation of this evolution in the
Onsager formalism is nontrivial as φ does not have a flux
and a corresponding thermodynamic force.
IV. STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION AND LARGE DEVIATIONS
In this section, we show that the proposed variational
formulation for purely dissipative equations based on physical
considerations is further supported by a large deviation
principle (LDP) associated to stochastically perturbed gradient
flows. The LDP provides the probability of a given evolution
to occur, and therefore intrinsically contains a variational
principle for the most likely path. Large deviation arguments
have recently been used to connect particle models to gradient
flows, for example in [30–32], and have also led to variational
formulations of systems in GENERIC form [33].
Specifically, let z = z(t,x) be a vector field that evolves in
t ∈ [0,T ] according to a stochastic gradient flow with small
noise,
dz = K(z)DS(z)dt + σ (z)√ dBt,x , (13)
where Bt,x is a vector of independent Brownian sheets, i.e.,
E[Bi;t,xBj ;s,y] = δij δ(t − s)δ(x − y), with δij the Kronecker
δ function and δ(x) the Dirac δ function. Further, σ (z) is an
operator acting on dBt,x , and  is a small parameter controlling
the strength of the noise. The stochastic calculus is to be
understood in the Itoˆ sense.
The probability distribution for z(t,x) satisfying (13) may
be obtained from that of simpler processes using the theory of
large deviations and the contraction principle [34]. Indeed, by
Schilder’s theorem, the probability distribution of the solutions
to the vectorial ordinary differential equation du = √dBt ,
with Bt a vector of time white noises, E[Bi(t)Bj (s)] =
δij δ(t − s), follows
P[u(t) ≈ ϕ(t)] ∝ e− 1 I [ϕ], where I [ϕ] = 1
2
∫ T
0
|ϕ˙|2 dt (14)
is called the rate functional. In words, the probability for u(t)
undergoes an exponential decay with rate 1/, and narrows
as  → 0 around the deterministic solution ϕ˙ = 0. Then, the
probability distribution for v(t,x) satisfying dv = √dBt,x can
be obtained by expanding v(t,x) and Bt,x with orthonormal
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basis functions ek(x) for the domain [35,36],
v =
∑
k
Akt ek, Bt,x =
∑
k
Bkt ek, (15)
where Bkt are independent Brownian motions (direct compu-
tations show that E[Bi;t,xBj ;s,y] = δij δ(t − s)δ(x − y)). The
partial differential equation dv = √dBt,x is then equivalent
to the system of vectorial ordinary differential equations
dAk = √dBkt ; and the rate functional of the associated large
deviation principles, for ϕ = ∑k Ckek (see, e.g., [35,36]), can
be readily obtained from (14)
I [ϕ] = 1
2
∫ T
0
∑
k
| ˙Ck|2 dt = 1
2
∫ T
0
‖ϕ˙‖2 dt. (16)
The solutions to (13) can be seen as z(t,x) = MBt,x =
M(v/√), where M is an operator. If M is continuous (see [37]
for measurable functions), then, by the contraction principle, z
follows a large deviation principle [38] with functional I [ϕ] =
1
2
∫ T
0 ‖ ˙M−1ϕ‖2 dt , i.e.,
P[z(t,x) ≈ ϕ(t,x)]
∝ exp
(
−1

1
2
∫ T
0
‖ϕ˙ − K(ϕ) DS(ϕ)‖2(σσ ∗)−1 dt
)
, (17)
assuming (σσ ∗)−1 defines a norm, with σ ∗ being the adjoint
operator of σ . This result follows the spirit of Onsager and
Machlup [39], for general gradient flow structures; however,
the probability distribution obtained is not a function of the
thermodynamic forces and fluxes as in the original formulation
by Onsager, but of the variable z and z˙. This difference is
analogous to that of (10) and (12).
V. MAXIMUM ENTROPY PRODUCTION FROM
LARGE DEVIATIONS
Equation (17) shows that the most likely path is the one
that maximizes the exponent and thus minimizes
∫ T
0 ‖z˙ −
K(z) DS(z)‖2(σσ ∗)−1 dt . This minimum is attained by pointwise
optimization (over z˙ for fixed z at every instant of time), giving
min
z˙
‖z˙ − K(z) DS(z)‖2(σσ ∗)−1 . (18)
Equation (18) represents a variational principle for the
deterministic gradient flow, which, for K ∝ σσ ∗, is shown
below to be equivalent to Eq. (6) for L2 gradient flows, to
Eq. (7) for the Wasserstein evolution, and to Eqs. (8) and (9)
for the combined vectorial case. Indeed, expanding the squares
in Eq. (18) yields the variational problem
max
z˙
[〈DS(z),z˙〉 − (z˙) − (z)] (19)
with (z˙) = 12‖z˙‖2K−1 and (z) = 12‖DS(z)‖2K , where the
latter does not affect the optimal evolution. One has  = 
in the presence of fluctuations, whereas for the optimal path
˙S = 2 = 2 holds.
The Lagrangian for theL2m gradient flow (K = L2m), Eq. (6),
can be rewritten in the form of (19),
D = 〈DS(z),z˙〉 − 12‖z˙‖2L2m = 〈DS(z),z˙〉 − (z˙),
with η = 12m , and ‖‖L2m as defined in the Appendix. An
equivalent result is obtained for the Wasserstein gradient
flow (WM = K−1), noting that the last term of Eq. (7), with
H = 12 M−1 and z˙ +∇ · J = 0, can be rewritten as
〈J,H(z)J〉 = 12 〈J,J〉L2M−1 =
1
2 〈z˙,z˙〉WM = (z˙). (20)
The vectorialL2 norm is defined analogously to the scalar case,
and the second equality in (20) is detailed in the Appendix.
Similarly derivations for the vectorial case considered in (8)
lead to
〈J,Hc(z)J〉 + 〈z˙u,Hu(z)z˙u〉 =‖zu‖2K−1u + ‖zc‖
2
K−1c
=‖z‖2K−1 = (z˙), (21)
with K−1 = diag(K−1u ,K−1c ). For the coupled case considered
in Eq. (9), K is a full matrix and its inverse reads
K−1 =
(
2Hu −2Huc(∇·)−1
∇−12HTuc −∇−12Hc(∇·)−1
)
, (22)
where the inverted divergence (∇·)−1 and inverted gradient
∇−1 are to be interpreted in appropriate spaces. The rela-
tions KK−1 = K−1K = I immediately follow from 2MH =
2HM = I. Then, one similarly obtains that〈(
z˙u
J
)
,
(
Hu Huc
HTuc Hc
)(
z˙u
J
)〉
= 1
2
‖z˙‖2K−1 = (z˙). (23)
The variational principles of Eqs. (6)–(9) can therefore be
written as minz˙ ‖z˙ − K(z) DS(z)‖2K−1 .
We thus observe that the diagram of Fig. 1 commutes if
K ∝ σσ ∗, which represents a fluctuation-dissipation relation
in infinite dimensions.
Square root of the Wasserstein operator
We now discuss the expression σ = √K encountered in
the fluctuation-dissipation statement above for the Wasser-
stein operator. In general, for a given positive semidefinite
self-adjoint K there are several choices σ1σ ∗1 = σ2σ ∗2 = K .
However, only σσ ∗ appears in the generator and thus the
solutions to the corresponding Fokker-Planck equations for
different roots are statistically equivalent [40]. For Wasserstein
gradient flows we only consider σ = √K of divergence form,
to have a conservative noise, i.e., σdB = ∇ · j, where  = 1
for simplicity. Then, for the Wasserstein metric with mobility
M,
〈dBt,x ,dBt,x〉L2 =〈σdBt,x ,σdBt,x〉WM = 〈j,j〉L2M−1
=〈M−1/2j,M−1/2j〉L2 , (24)
from which one obtains that dBt,x = M−1/2j, or equivalently,
σdBt,x = ∇ · (M1/2dBt,x). For the diffusion equation (5) with
unit diffusion constant, the stochastic version given by (13)
with σ = √K reads
ρ˙ = ρ +∇ · (ρ1/2dBt,x). (25)
This equation of fluctuating hydrodynamics [41] is known as
the Dean-Kawasaki model [42–44].
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
We provide two independent derivations of a variational
principle governing dissipative evolution equations of the form
z˙ = K(z)DS(z). The first is based on the maximization of
the entropy production within the manifold of constraints,
extending Onsager’s original approach, and provides insight
into the geometry of the gradient flow structure (K). In
particular, the principle captures multiple metrics: one which
is related to a thermodynamic length, and others that may
result from the constraints in the system, such as conservation
of mass or energy. The first metric is here taken as the L2
metric and is in principle unknown (an extension to general
metrics, as in SEA, is yet to be explored), whereas the second
one is an outcome of the variational statement. By means
of this procedure, the Wasserstein metric is here shown to be
equivalent to the constrainedL2 metric associated to conserved
fields. The second approach for obtaining the variational
statement is based on the large deviation principle for the
gradient flows augmented by a noise term σ (z)√ dBt,x , and
is shown to be equivalent to the previously derived principle
for K ∝ σσ ∗. This represents a fluctuation-dissipation relation
in infinite dimensions and endows the exponent of the large
deviation principle with the usual interpretation of an entropy
(dissipation) shortfall between a given path and the optimal
one [45].
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APPENDIX
We write the weighted L2 norm as 〈v,w〉L2m =∫
m(x)v(x)w(x) dx, and denote L2 := L21 and 〈,〉 := 〈,〉L2
(note that for square integrable functions, 〈,〉L2 is equivalent
to the duality pairing). Then the weak formulation of the L2m
gradient flow for the diffusion equation is [z := ρ and S = S1
in Eq. (3)]
〈ρ˙,v〉L2 = 〈DS1(ρ),v〉L2m
= −〈∇ρ,∇v〉L2m = 〈∇ · (m(ρ)∇ρ),v〉L2 .
For the Wasserstein gradient flow, if z˙i = W−1M pi = −∇ ·
(M∇pi) = ∇ · Ji with∇pi = 0 on ∂, the Wasserstein norm
is
〈z˙1,z˙2〉WM := 〈M∇p1,∇p2〉L2 = −〈∇ · M∇p1,p2〉L2
= 〈z˙1,WMz˙2〉L2 .
The second expression is known as the H1 seminorm with
weight M, 〈p1,p2〉 ◦
H
1
M
:= 〈M∇p1,∇p2〉L2 . We write (see [46,
Appendix D] for details)
〈z˙1,z˙2〉WM =〈M∇p1,∇p2〉L2 = 〈M−1J1,J2〉L2
=:〈z˙1,z˙2〉H−1
M−1
.
With this notation, it is straightforward to calculate the weak
formulation of the diffusion equation as a Wasserstein gradient
flow [z := ρ, M2 = mρI = m2I, and S = S2 in Eq. (4)],
〈ρ˙,z˙2〉WM2 = 〈∇DS2(ρ),m2∇p2(z2)〉L2 .
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